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HARDWARE

HARDWARE – KOOV KIT CONTENTS
Sensors, motors, LEDs, cables, wheels, core
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2 Buzzer
3 LED
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4 DC Motor
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6 Wheels
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7 KOOV Core
8 Push Switch
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9 Accelerometer
10 Servomotor
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KOOV CORE DETAILS

Core Buttons
Output board
Bluetooth

For motor, LED and
buzzer blocks

USB

Input board

Power

For connecting
sensor blocks

Connects to
battery case

Power, Status LEDs
Status shows when Core
is receiving data.

Battery case (1.5v AA x 3)

Multi LED

Not to scale.
A cross-head screwdriver is
needed to open the case.

Shows multiple
different colors.
Programmable.

ABOUT ELECTRICAL PARTS

KOOV Core

LEDs and Buzzers

It is a control apparatus that functions as the
central piece for making the robot move,
by receiving the code built in the KOOV app
on a computer. You can add functions such
as motion, lights, and sounds, as well as
sensors to the robot, by connecting various
electronic parts to the Core. In order to
use it, you would need to connect it to the
device with which you run the KOOV app
through either Bluetooth or USB. The KOOV™
Educator Kit contains one.

BUZZER: It is an electronic part that
triggers sound. Using code, you can change
the intensity and duration of the sound,
and choose from a wide variety of sounds.
You can also trigger multiple sounds at
the same time. The KOOV™ Educator Kit
contains one.

Battery Box
A box for batteries giving the necessary
electric power to operate the robots. Install
three 1.5V AA/LR6 alkaline batteries, and
turn it on using the Power Switch ON/OFF.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains one box.

Motors
DC MOTOR: It is a revolving motor. You can
change the speed of the rotation, set it on
reverse rotation, and add a rotating motion
to a robot. The KOOV™ Educator Kit
contains two.
SERVO MOTOR: It is a motor that triggers a
bending motion, akin to that made possible
by joints in one’s limbs. Thus, you can
control the robot to move in a manner more
similar to that of humans or animals, rather
than robots. Only one of the Servo Motor’s
arms is controlled by the motor and moves
from 0 to 180 degrees. The other arm is free
moving and moves from 0 to 360 degrees.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains three.

RED LED: It is an electronic part that
triggers a light. You can control it with
coding, adding a light feature to your robot.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains one.
GREEN LED: It is an electronic part that
triggers a light. You can control it with
coding, adding a light feature to your robot.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains one.
WHITE LED: It is an electronic part that
triggers a light. You can control it with
coding, adding a light feature to your robot.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains one.
BLUE LED: It is an electronic part that
triggers a light. You can control it with
coding, adding a light feature to your robot.
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains one.

ABOUT ELECTRICAL PARTS

Sensors
LIGHT SENSOR: It is a sensor that regulates
luminosity. You can use it to control the
robot’s actions according to the degree of
luminosity of the surroundings. For example,
you may make it so that the robot moves if
the surroundings get darker. The sensor’s
value goes from 0 to 100. Both the KOOV™
Educator Kit contains one.

PUSH SWITCH: It is a sensor that notiﬁes
whether the switch is actioned. It is used
to control the robot’s movements in the
event that you action the switch or that
it is actioned by a foreign object. It also
allows you to check whether the switch
is positioned on ON or OFF. The KOOV™
Educator Kit contains one.

IR PHOTOREFLECTOR: It is a sensor
that uses infrared, a light not visible to
the human eye, to regulate the distance
between the objects it controls, such as
building blocks. You can control the robot’s
actions according to the distance between
objects, for example by approaching your
hand and such. The sensor’s value goes
from 0 to 100. The KOOV™ Educator Kit
contains two.

ACCELEROMETER: It is a sensor that detects
3D movement in all directions. You can
control the robot’s movement through the
motion and inclination of the Accelerometer.
The sensor’s value can be set from 0 to 100
on all three axes X, Y, and Z. The KOOV™
Educator Kit contains one.

ELECTRICAL PARTS

Red LED

Blue LED

Green LED

White LED

Push Switch

Accelerometer

4-Core Cable

Light Sensor

Buzzer

IR Photoreﬂector

3-Core Cable

ELECTRICAL PARTS

DC Motor

Servo Motor

Base Tray

360 Connector

Wheel

Small Gear

Rack Gear

Eye

Large Gear

APP OVERVIEW

APP HOME SCREEN
Learning Course
Discover how to build robots and code from scratch with this
comprehensive course.
Teaches core concepts of coding & robotics, not just how
to put robots together.

Free Production

Robot Recipes

Using skills developed
in the Learning Course,
kids can make, save
and share their own
creations here.

Pre-coded robots for beginners.
Just build and go.

Collection
Users can see every badge
they have earned and every
robot they have built.

LEARNING COURSE
MY FIRST CODING

LEARNING COURSE:
2 My Firsts Coding

1-4
Camera

1-5
Tractor

1-6
Penguin

1-2
LED
1-3
Race Car

1-1
My First
Programming

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 1 My Firsts Coding: My First Programing
Introduction to coding concepts.
Features no block building or
coding elements.

•
•
•
•
•

What is coding?
How do robots work?
What is a programming language?
Coding with KOOV
Quiz
- How do we give
instructions to robots?

• ‘Coffee Break’ section

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 2 My Firsts Coding: LED
Kids learn what an LED is, how to
turn it on, off and make it blink.

• What is an LED?
• Where can I see them in
my everyday life?

• Mission goals (using code)
- Turn and LED on and off
- Introducing coding plans
- Turn them on and off for
periods of time
- Add in an extra color,
make patterns

• Review – what did we learn?
• Complete

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 3 My Firsts Coding: Lantern
Where kids integrate block building
with coding for the ﬁrst time. Using
the Light Sensor and LEDs.

• Making the lantern
• Using the KOOV Core buttons
• Introducing the light sensor
- Where can I see these in
my everyday life?
- How it works, how it can be used

• Solving a problem with a coding plan
• Editing code

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 4 My Firsts Coding: Camera
Introducing the IR Photoreﬂector
and Buzzer

•
•
•
•
•
•

Building the camera
Understanding the IR Photoreﬂector
Using the IR Photorefelctor
What is the buzzer?
Make the Buzzer ring
Code the ‘camera’

* Please note there is no actual ‘camera’

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 5 My Firsts Coding: Tractor
Introducing the DC Motor, using
different sensors at the same time.

• Building the Tractor
• What is a motor?
- What is a DC motor?
- Where can I see them in
my everyday life?

• Using the DC Motor with Sensors
• Code remix challenge

LEARNING COURSE:
1- 6 My Firsts Coding: Penguin
Introducing the Servo Motor and
Multi LED.

•
•
•
•

Building the Penguin
Using the Servo Motor
Using the Multi LED
Random number challenge

LEARNING COURSE
BLOCK MASTER

LEARNING COURSE:
3 Block Master

2-6
Rocket
Frame

2-2
Monkey &
Tree

2-1
Mushroom

2-5
Pony

2-4
Duck

2-3
Treasure Chest

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 1 Block Master: Mushroom
Some simple maracas to get students
used to the different types of blocks.

• Play with KOOV blocks
• Let’s use the block remover
• Make a mini-masterpiece

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 2 Block Master: Monkey & Tree
Using blocks with the 360 connector.

• Using the 360 connector
• Designing for up and down movements
• The Centre of Gravity – how we can use
it to create well balanced pieces

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 3 Block Master: Treasure Chest
Making structures

• Making a stable base
• Using the 360 Connector
to make a joint

• Building a chest

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 4 Block Master: Duck
Learn by watching and copying designing with ‘pixels’.
Users learn how to break down a
complex object into something more
simple, using ‘pixels’ as a way to
deform the original image.

• KOOV and ‘pixels’
• What is deformation?
- How can we break
an image down?

• Let’s build something

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 5 Block Master: Pony
How to make a creation that balances.

• All about balance – where can
I see balanced objects in my
everyday life?

• Placement & balance
• Make
ake a Pony

LEARNING COURSE:
2- 6 Block Master: Rocket Frame
Making your own concept

• Let’s look at some different angles
• Making a solid structure
• Points to consider when building

LEARNING COURSE
BRUSHING UP YOUR CODING SKILL

LEARNING COURSE:
3 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills

3-6
Rhythmic
Drum

3-1
Dolphin Kicker

3-5
Trombone
Player

3-2
Parakeet

3-4
Propeller
Plane

3-3
Roulette

LEARNING COURSE:
3-1 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Dolphin Kicker
Build a dolphin that kicks a ball towards a
moving arch. Use a buzzer to make sounds
when the ball goes into the arch.

• Build a dolphin kicker
• A review on functions
• Using a timer

LEARNING COURSE:
3-4 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Propeller Plane
Build a propeller plane that goes up and
down while playing a melody.

• Build a propeller place
• A review on making a list
• Use a new Operator block

LEARNING COURSE:
3-2 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Parakeet
Build a parakeet that chirps and ﬂaps it wings
using the IR photoreﬂector to control it.

• Build a parakeet
• Using lists
• Separating conditions
using sensor values

LEARNING COURSE:
3-3 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Roulette
Build a roulette that lights up and makes
sounds when you hit a jackpot.

• Build a roulette
• Let’s code for the roulette
• A review on random numbers

LEARNING COURSE:
3-5 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Trombone Player
Build a trombone playing bear and use
code to make Mr. Bear play music and
bend his arms .

• Build a trombone player
• Press two buttons at the same time
• Using calculations with remainders

LEARNING COURSE:
3-6 Brushing Up On Your Coding Skills: Rhythmic Drum
Build a rhythmic drum that plays sounds
by using two kinds of sensors.

• Build a rhythmic drum
• Use two different kinds of sensors
• Make a rhythm game

LEARNING COURSE
LEARNING MECHANISIMS OF ROBOTS

LEARNING COURSE:
4 Learning Mechanisms of Robots
4-3
Rabbit Rider

4-2
Race Car

4-4
Alpaca

4-1
Koala

4-5
Giraffe

4-6
Balancing
Scooter

LEARNING COURSE:
4-1 Learning Mechanisms of Robots: Koala
Build a tree-climbing koala using a gear
and rack gear.

• Build a tree-climbing koala
• Use gear and rack gear
• A review on variables
and random numbers

LEARNING COURSE:
4-2 Learning Mechanisms of Robots: Race Car
Build a race car using a Push Switch.

• Build a race car
• Use a Push Switch
• Incorporate formula into code

LEARNING COURSE:
4-3 Learning Mechanisms of Robots: Rabbit Rider
Build a rabbit that rides a bike using the
accelerometer to control it.

• Build a rabbit rider
• Use an accelerometer
• Control a bike with accelerometer

LEARNING COURSE:
4-4 Learning Mechanisms of Robots: Alpaca

Build an alpaca that can sense their
surroundings while walking.

• Build an alpaca
• Link two DC motors
• Create an aalpaca that
detects danger
dan

LEARNING COURSE:
4-5 Giraffe
Build a giraffe playing bear and use
multiple servo motors to make it walk .

• Build a giraffe
• Learn about the
mechanism of walking

• Make th
the giraffe walk
erent directions
in differe

LEARNING COURSE:
4-6 Learning Mechanisms of Robots: Balancing Scooter
Build a meerkat riding a self balancing
scooter that uses sensors to control
its movement.

• Build a balancing scooter
• Keep balance with accelerometer
• Detect sensor with time difference

ROBOT RECIPES

ROBOT RECIPE:
4 SKILL LE VEL S
EASY - 8 recipes
NORMAL - 9 recipes
DIFFICULT - 5 recipes

BLOCKS ONLY // NO CODE // 12-15 STEPS
Turtle, Reindeer, Yacht, Airplane
EASY // WITH CODE // 15-33 STEPS
Ship, Crab, Recorder
NORMAL // WITH CODE // 29-44 STEPS
Violin, Guitar, Dog, UFO, Steam Train,
Squirrel, Parrot, Trumpet
DIFFICULT // WITH CODE // 39-77 STEPS
Alligator, Helicopter, Lift car,
Whale Shark, Fire Truck

ROBOT RECIPE:
Monkey
Overview
Users can understand how to use two
servomotors to bring forward one motion in a
robot. After powering on, the monkey repeats
a clapping motion.

Normal
49 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• X2 servomotors

ROBOT RECIPE:
Lift Car
Overview
One of the most advanced recipes, this is a
culmination of many previous activities in the
learning course. The lift holds an IR sensor,
which when triggered raises the arm, which
then starts the DC motors, moving it forward.
Stopped by pressing the Push switch.

Difficult
47 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• X2 servomotors
• X2 DC motors
• IR Photoreﬂector
• Push switch

ROBOT RECIPE:
Whale Shark
Overview
The Whale Shark is controlled by the goldﬁsh
which holds an accelerometer. Tilting it
forward moves the shark forward, tilting it
backwards moves the shark backwards, left to
the left and so on.

Difficult
73 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• X2 servomotors
• X2 DC motors
• Accelerometer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Fire Truck
Overview
An advanced version of the Whale Shark.
Movement is controlled by the Accelerometer
and the Push switch. By default, moving the
Accl. Controls the movement of the vehicle,
pressing the push switch changes the control
to that of the ladder, moving it up, down,
left, and right.

Normal
77 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• X2 servomotors
• X2 DC motors
• IR Photoreﬂector
• Push switch
• Accelerometer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Steam Train
Overview
A line riding train – the IR sensor at the front
is triggered when it can detect a difference in
contrast on the area where it is placed. Placing
on top of a black line will make it move forward,
following the line, correcting the motors
correspondingly as it moves.

Normal
44 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• X2 DC motors
• IR Photoreﬂector

ROBOT RECIPE:
Dog
Overview
The dog makes a walking movement by using
three servomotors simultaneously. Two motors
move the legs, while the third swivels the body,
moving it forward.

Normal
38 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• X3 servomotors

ROBOT RECIPE:
Guitar
Overview
An IR sensor on the back triggers the buzzer.
The second IR sensor in the neck can then alter
the buzzer tone depending on it’s distance
from the movable block also built into the neck.

Normal
30 BUILDING STEPS

MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

Electrical Parts
• X2 IR Photoreﬂector
• Buzzer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Guitar
Overview
The accelerometer changes the tone made
by the buzzer depending on the angle that it
is pitched at. Rather than shaking, the best
sound can be made by pointing the maracas
in one direction, before returning to the
center and so on.

Normal
15 BUILDING STEPS

MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

Electrical Parts
• Buzzer
• Accelerometer

ROBOT RECIPE:
UFO
Overview
This UFO works by building a crank into the DC
motor using one the 360 connector blocks. The
LEDs add a colorful effect as the UFO bobs up
and down.

Normal
44 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• DC Motor
• Red LED
• Green LED

ROBOT RECIPE:
Parrot
Overview
A simple robot that moves the parrot’s head
left/right at different angles set between 45
and 135 degrees.

Normal
54 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• Servomotor

ROBOT RECIPE:
Crab
Overview
A straightforward demonstration of the
servomotor at work and it moves the crab
arms in and out.

Normal
25 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• Servomotor

ROBOT RECIPE:
Turtle
Overview
A block-only turtle.

Easy
13 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• Blocks only

ROBOT RECIPE:
Helicopter
Overview
While the blades, powered by the DC motor,
spin, the servomotors below can change the
angle/pitch that the helicopter is facing.
Each button on the core is assigned to a
different angle.

Difficult
39 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• Servomotor
• DC motor

ROBOT RECIPE:
Squirrel
Overview
The IR sensor at the front triggers the
servomotors, which make the squirrel jump
forward as if eating food that has been placed
on the sensor. Features two different patterns
of movement.

Normal
50 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• 2x Servomotors
• IR Photoreﬂector

ROBOT RECIPE:
Alligator
Overview
Another robot featuring a wide array of
different sensors/actuators. When the IR
sensor in the mouth is triggered, users have
a 1 in 3 chance of being bitten, with three
different jaw movements, LED arrangements
and buzzer sounds.

Normal
33 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• Servomotor
• Buzzer
• Red LED
• Green LED
• IR Photoreﬂector

ROBOT RECIPE:
Ship
Overview
One of the simplest recipes. The servomotor
slowly rocks the boat back and forth.

Easy
33 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• Servomotor

ROBOT RECIPE:
Violin
Overview
Moving the ’bow’ over the sensor produced
different tones from tbe buzzer.

Easy
29 BUILDING STEPS

MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

Electrical Parts
• IR Photoreﬂector
• Buzzer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Reindeer
Overview
A block-only reindeer.

Easy
15 BUILDING STEPS

A NIM AL

Electrical Parts
• Blocks only

ROBOT RECIPE:
Trumpet
Overview
Each button on the Core produces a different
note, holding the IR sensor open up a different
set of four notes. Up to 8 different sounds can
be made by combining the two.

Normal
32 BUILDING STEPS

MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

Electrical Parts
• IR Photoreﬂector
• Buzzer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Yacht
Overview
A block-only yacht.

Easy
13 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• Blocks only

ROBOT RECIPE:
Recorder
Overview
When the IR sensor is triggered, one of three
melodies play; ‘gavotte’, ‘morning_mood’ or
‘traumerei’. Users can edit these melodies or
make their own within the coding interface.

Easy
33 BUILDING STEPS

MUSIC AL INSTRUMENT

Electrical Parts
• IR Photoreﬂector
• Buzzer

ROBOT RECIPE:
Airplane
Overview
A block-only airplane.

Easy
12 BUILDING STEPS

V EHICLE

Electrical Parts
• Blocks only

CODING BLOCKS

CONTROL BLOCKS

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

wait

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

V9

set servo motor
to
degrees

function -call function

Control

--

secs

Control
Operators

Motion

light sensor

K2

push switch

K3 on

DC motor V0 speed
DC motor V0 cw

Control

Motion

Operators

if

Sensing

Variable

v0
variable -set variable

--to

on
increase variable

timer in seconds

by
---

List
pick random

buzzer V6

start

Motion

Operators

accelerometer K0 to the x

reset timer
buzzer V6 on
frequency

Control

Variable

DC motor V0 coast

repeat

Sensing

Variable

K7

top core button

forever

Sensing

Variable

then

to

l0

and
add

LED V2 on

to list

--

or
if

Indicates that you start coding. Please re-enter the
command each time a new session begins.

then

set multi LED
R to
G to

or else

B to

delete

not
mod
round

wait until
repeat until

abs of

insert

on list -for

replace item
with on list
item

on list --

length of list

function --

servo motor synchro
motion (speed )

on list --

--

--

list -- contains

breakpoint

You can aggregate multiple processes.
With KOOV’s coding language, you
cannot set a return value.

call function -Runs the speciﬁed function.

wait

secs

Stops the running command at the time speciﬁed
(in seconds). It corresponds to
the command “sleep” in general coding languages.

forever
Repeat the selected process inﬁnitely. It
corresponds to the command “while(true)
[sentence]” in general coding languages. The KOOV
coding language does not include a function to exit
a code loop such as “break”.

repeat
Repeat the selected process for a set number
of times. It corresponds to the command
“for[sentence]” in general coding languages.

if

then

Proceeds to evaluate the condition, and runs the
selected process if the value holds true.
It corresponds to the command “if[sentence]” in
general coding languages.

if

then -- or else --

Proceeds to evaluate the condition, and runs the
ﬁrst process if the value holds true, and a second
process if the value is false. It corresponds to the
command “if else[sentence]” in general coding
languages.

wait until
Blocks the running of a command until a certain
condition arises. It corresponds
to the command “wait” in general
coding languages.

repeat until
Runs a selected process until a certain condition
arises. It corresponds to the command
“while[sentence]” in general coding languages.

servo motor synchro motion (speed

)

It is a command developed specially for the
KOOV coding language, allowing to synchronize
multiple Servo Motors, as
well as make them run at the same speed.

breakpoint
Even when coding is on auto-pilot mode, it will
stop running commands when it reaches that
point. It is particularly useful for debugging
such as checking the variable’s value. In KOOV’s
coding language, it can only be used when
running the Test mode.

MOTION BLOCKS

Control

Motion

Operators

call function

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

V9

set servo motor
to
degrees

function --

wait

Sensing

Variable

--

secs

Control
Operators

Motion

light sensor

K2

push switch

K3 on

DC motor V0 speed
DC motor V0 cw

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

variable -set variable

degrees

Changes the inclination, from 0 to 180 degrees, of
the Servo Motor connected to the speciﬁed port.

if

--to

on
increase variable

timer in seconds

then

to

l0

and
add

LED V2 on

to list

Sets the speed, in a
range from 0 to 100,
of the DC motor connected to the
speciﬁed port.

--

or
if

then

set multi LED
R to
G to

delete

not

B to

or else

mod

insert

round
wait until

on list -for

replace item
with on list

abs of

item

repeat until

on list --

--

on list --

length of list

DC motor -- speed

by
---

List
pick random

buzzer V6

set servo motor -- to

--

list -- contains

servo motor synchro
motion (speed )

breakpoint

DC motor -- [cw | ccw]

LED -- [on|off ]

Makes the DC motor connected to the speciﬁed
port rotate in the chosen direction (left or right).

Turns ON or OFF the LED connected to the
speciﬁed port. If the LED has been turned ON,
it will continue to be until the command for
OFF is run.

DC motor -- [coast|brake]
Stops the DC motor connected to the speciﬁed
port in one of two ways: “Slowly stop”, in which
case the motor’s speed will gradually decrease,
and “Stop”, in which case the motor will stop
immediately.

buzzer -- on frequency
Sets the volume, on a range from 48 to 108, of
the sound from the buzzer connected to the
speciﬁed port. The buzzer will continue ringing
until the command “Stop buzzer” is run.

buzzer -- off
Stops the sound from the buzzer connected to
the speciﬁed port.

Sensing

Variable

v0

reset timer
buzzer V6 on
frequency

Motion

Operators

accelerometer K0 to the x

DC motor V0 coast

repeat

Control

Variable

K7

top core button

forever

Sensing

Variable

set multi LED R to

G to

B to

Controls the color displayed by the March LED
attached to the core. You may set R (for red),
G (for green) and B (for blue) at any value
from 0 to 100.

SENSING BLOCKS

Control

Motion

Operators

call function

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

V9

set servo motor
to
degrees

function --

wait

Sensing

Variable

--

secs

Control
Operators

Motion

light sensor

K2

push switch

K3 on

DC motor V0 speed
DC motor V0 cw

Control

Motion

Operators

light sensor --

variable -set variable

increase variable

Checks whether the push switch connected to
the designated port is ON or OFF.

IR photoreﬂector -Obtains the value, on a range from 0 to 100,
of the IR Photoreﬂector connected to the
designated port.

accelerometer -- to the [x|y|z]
Obtains the value, on a range from 0 to 100,
of the oscillation of the selected axis of the
Accelerometer connected to the
designated port.

-- core button [on|off ]
Checks whether or not the selected Core button
is switched on or off.

reset timer
Resets the timer launched when a code starts
running to 0.

timer in seconds
Obtains, in seconds, the elapsed time
since a code starts running.
e.g. “”3.223”” = “”3.223”” seconds has passed
since a code started running.

by
---

List
pick random

then

to

l0

and
add

to list

--

or
then

or else

set multi LED
R to
G to

B to

delete

not
mod
round

wait until
repeat until

abs of

insert

on list -for

replace item
with on list
item

breakpoint

on list --

--

on list --

length of list
servo motor synchro
motion (speed )

push switch -- [on|off ]

--to

on

LED V2 on
if

Obtains the value, on a range from 0 to 100, of
the light sensor connected to the designated
port.

Sensing

Variable

v0

timer in seconds

buzzer V6
if

Motion

Operators

accelerometer K0 to the x

reset timer
buzzer V6 on
frequency

Control

Variable

DC motor V0 coast

repeat

Sensing

Variable

K7

top core button

forever

Sensing

Variable

list -- contains

--

OPERATORS BLOCKS

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

wait

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

V9

set servo motor
to
degrees

function -call function

Control

--

secs

Control
Operators

Motion

light sensor

K2

push switch

K3 on

DC motor V0 speed
DC motor V0 cw

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

variable -set variable

increase variable

timer in seconds

by
---

List
pick random

buzzer V6

--to

on

then

if

+

to

l0

and
add

LED V2 on

to list

--

or
if

Adds the two values together.

then

or else

set multi LED
R to
G to

B to

delete

not
mod
round

wait until

abs of

repeat until

on list --

insert

for

replace item
with on list
item

servo motor synchro
motion (speed )

Subtracts the value on the left to the value
on the right.

on list --

--

on list --

length of list

-

--

list -- contains

breakpoint

*
Multiplies the two values by each other.

not
True if the condition is false, false if the
condition is true.

/
Divides the value on the right by the value
on the left.

mod
Obtains the remainder of the division of the
left variable by the right variable.

<
True if the value on the right is greater than
the value on the left.

round
Rounds up the approximate value to the
closest decimal point.

=
True if the two values are equal.

>
True if the value on the left is greater than
the value on the right.

pick random

Sensing

Variable

v0

reset timer
buzzer V6 on
frequency

Motion

Operators

accelerometer K0 to the x

DC motor V0 coast

repeat

Control

Variable

K7

top core button

forever

Sensing

Variable

to

Obtains a random integer within the range
of both values.

and
True if both conditions are true.

or
True if either condition is true.

[abs|sqrt|sin|cos|tan|ln|log|e^|10^] of
Obtains the result of the speciﬁed operation
on the selected value.

≥
True if the value on the left is greater than the
value on the right, or if the values on the both
sides are equal.

≤
True if the value on the right is greater than
the value on the left, or if the values on the
both sides are equal.

VARIABLE BLOCKS

Control

Motion

Operators

call function

Control

Motion

Operators

Sensing

Variable

V9

set servo motor
to
degrees

function --

wait

Sensing

Variable

--

secs

Control
Operators

Motion

light sensor

K2

push switch

K3 on

DC motor V0 speed
DC motor V0 cw

Control

Motion

Operators

if

variable -set variable

--to

on
increase variable

by
---

List
pick random

then

to

l0

and
add

LED V2 on

to list

--

or
if

Obtains the value of the speciﬁed variable.
In the KOOV coding language, all variables
and lists are handled as global variables.

then

set multi LED
R to
G to

B to

or else

delete

not
mod
round

wait until

abs of

insert

on list -for

replace item
with on list
item

repeat until

on list --

--

on list --

length of list

--

list -- contains

servo motor synchro
motion (speed )

breakpoint

set variable -- to
Substitutes the value of the speciﬁed
variable.

item

increase variable -- by
Adds value to the speciﬁed variable. If the
value is negative, it will subtract value from
the speciﬁed variable.

add

to list --

on list --

Deletes the value of number n in the
speciﬁed list. Consequently, it also reduces
the size of a list by one.
* The element at the top of the list is
counted as ”ﬁrst”.

insert

for

on list --

Adds a new value to number n in the
speciﬁed list. Consequently, it also enlarges
the size of a list by one.
* The element at the top of the list is
counted as ”ﬁrst”.

replace item

on list --

Obtains the value of number n in the speciﬁed
list. In the KOOV coding language, all variables
and lists are handled as global variables.
* The element at the top of the list is
counted as ”ﬁrst”.

Adds a value at the end of the speciﬁed list.
* The element at the top of the list is
counted as ”ﬁrst”.

delete

Sensing

Variable

v0

timer in seconds

buzzer V6

variable --

Motion

Operators

accelerometer K0 to the x

reset timer
buzzer V6 on
frequency

Control

Variable

DC motor V0 coast

repeat

Sensing

Variable

K7

top core button

forever

Sensing

Variable

with

on list --

Substitutes the value for number n in the
speciﬁed list. Consequently, the list’s size
does not change.
* The element at the top of the list is
counted as ”ﬁrst”.

length of list -Obtains the length of the speciﬁed list as
an integer value.

list -- contains
Becomes true if any value in the speciﬁed
list is equal to n.

TROUBLESHOOTING

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Problems with electronic parts and the Core

The Core doesn’t turn on*
If the Core doesn’t turn on, please
try the following:
1. Please check that the battery box is
connected to the Power LED.

If the Core’s MULTI LED displays a blinking
red light, it means that there is a problem
with coding, such as when a code transfer
is stopped midway. In that case, please
restart your device following these
instructions.

2. Please check that the Battery box’s
Power Switch is in the ON position.

The robot’s DC motor/servo
motor doesn’t work*

3. Please change the batteries.

If you have tried sending code or running
the Test mode instructing the DC Motor or
Servo Motor to move, but to no avail, you
should try the following:

Click here for instructions on how to
install/change the batteries.

How to check whether the Core’s
LED displays function normally
USB/BLUETOOTH LED:
If the core is connected to your device where
the KOOV App is running, a green light
should turn on if connected through USB,
and a blue light should turn on if connected
through Bluetooth.
POWER LED: If the Core receives power
from either the Battery Box or through USB,
a green light should be on.
STATUS LED: when sent code is being used
to action the robot, a blue light should be
on. In the case of code in the KOOV app or in
Test mode, the light should be orange.
MULTILED: You can control it through
code. It also turns on to indicate that
Troubleshooting mode is currently checking
the electronic parts for correct operation.

* If these steps do not yield results, please call customer service.

1. Verify that power is coming through to
the core from the battery box. Please click
here for instructions.
2. In the Robot Recipes or the Learning
Course, if the connecting port is
displayed, verify that it is connected in
the right location.
3. If the previous actions did not yield
results, some electronic parts mays be
damaged. Please verify whether or not
that’s the case using the Troubleshooting
mode. Also, please pay particular
attention to such problems happening
when the only source of power is
the USB cable.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Problems with electronic parts
and the Core
The robot’s buzzer does
not emit sounds*
If the buzzer does not emit sounds, either
after sending a relevant code or in test
mode, please try the following:
1. Verify that power is coming through to the
core from the battery box. Please click here
for instructions.
2. In the Robot Recipes or the Learning
Course, if the connecting port is
displayed, verify that it is connected in
the right location.
3. If the previous actions did not yield results,
some electronic parts mays be damaged.
Please verify whether or not that’s the
case using the Troubleshooting mode.
Also, please pay particular attention to
suchproblems happening when the only
source of power is the USB cable.

The robot’s LED doesn’t light up*
If the LED does not light up, either after
sending a relevant code or in test mode,
please try the following:
1. Verify that power is coming through to the
core from the battery box. Please click here
for instructions.
2. In the Robot Recipes or the Learning
Course, if the connecting port is
displayed, verify that it is connected
in the right location.

* If these steps do not yield results, please call customer service.

3. If the previous actions did not yield results,
some electronic parts mays be damaged.
Please verify whether or not that’s the case
using the Troubleshooting mode. Also,
please pay particular attention to such
problems happening when the
only source of power is the USB cable.

The robot’s sensors do not respond*
If the sensors do not respond after sending
a relevant code or if the values cannot be
obtained in test mode, please try
the following:
1. Verify that power is coming through to the
core from the battery box. Please click here
for instructions.
2. In the Robot Recipes or the Learning
Course, if the connecting port is displayed,
verify that it is connected in the right
location.
3. If the previous actions did not yield results,
some electronic parts mays be damaged.
Please verify whether or not that’s the case
using the Troubleshooting mode. Also,
please pay particular attention to such
problems happening when the only
source of power is the USB cable.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Problems with electronic parts
and the Core
The DC Motor and the Servo
Motor do not work with the
same strength as usual
The batteries might have stopped
working. Please change the batteries,
referring yourself to these instructions.

The buzzer’s sound is
lower than usual
The batteries might have stopped
working. Please change the batteries,
referring yourself to these instructions.

The servo motor makes
a strange noise
You might have used the wrong building
blocks, or made a mistake while assembling
the robot. Please remove the blocks on the
problem part, and reassemble the robot
while checking the instructions. If, after you
have done that, the problem doesn’t seem
to be ﬁxed, it is possible that the motor
has been damaged. Please discontinue
use immediately, switch off the power
and remove the batteries. Please contact
customer service.

I lost the USB cable
You should purchase a Type A-Micro B
conforming to USB2.0 from a nearby retailer.
This type of cable is the same that is often
used to recharge smartphones and tablets
or to send data. If you own a smartphone or
a tablet, please check whether or not your
cable can be used with KOOV.

The IR photoreﬂector is
not responsive
Normally, the variable of IR Photoreﬂector
is biggest if placed 6 to 10 mm from the
surface of the object. If the sensor still
doesn’t react while approaching your ﬁnger
or another object, enter coding block such
as ”IR Photoreﬂector < ” using the value
obtained at 6 to 10 mm from the object as
the basis for .
If despite this, the sensor still doesn’t work
please call at the KOOV customer service.

My robot doesn’t move
Referring yourself to these instructions,
please check the robot as well
as the coding.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Troubles regarding the app
including connection with the Core
I failed to connect with the Core*
If you are having trouble connecting the
Core and the device on which you use the
KOOV app, please try the following:
[If connecting with USB]
Disconnect the USB port on your device,
and try connecting it again after relaunching
the app. If you have never managed to
connect using USB, there is a possibility
that your device has not been recognized.
In that case, please try and follow these
instructions.
[If connecting using Bluetooth]
Launch the process of connecting Bluetooth
referring yourself to these instructions. If
the connection is not successful, delete the
registration of the Core from the Bluetooth
settings on your device, and try connecting
it again. Instructions can be found here.
If despite this, the problem has not been
ﬁxed, your software may have a problem.

It seems that my device has
recognized the Core using
Bluetooth, yet when trying to send
code or run the Test mode, it fails
and an error dialog appears*
Please change the batteries from the box
connected to the Core. If the batteries are
weak, there is a possibility that Bluetooth
will not work. If despite this, the problem
has not been resolved, it is possible that you
are using an incompatible software.

* Please note what error code you are receiving, and call customer service.

Sending code takes an
unusually long time
Please check the usual time it takes for
code to be sent depending on your device
and the type of connection, by clicking
here. If the transfer has been launched for
more than a few minutes and still hasn’t
been completed, there has been an error.

An error seems to happen
when I try to send code or
migrate code from Test Mode
If an error happens when you try to send
code or migrate code from Test mode from
your device to the Core, please verify the
following:
1. Your Internet connection is safe
and working.
2. You have been connected to the Core
before trying to send code or migrate
from Test mode. If the connection fails,
please try and follow these instructions.
3. After this, try once again.
4. Referring yourself to these instructions,
delete the code that was transferred to
the Core.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Troubles regarding the app including
connection with the Core
An error seems to happen when
I try to send code or migrate
code from Test Mode
If an error happens when you try to send code
or migrate code from Test mode from your
device to the Core, please verify the following:
1. Your Internet connection is safe
and working.
2. You have been connected to the Core before
trying to send code or migrate from Test
mode. If the connection fails, please try and
follow these instructions.

As I was about to start launching
the KOOV app, a WebGL error
dialog popped up, and nothing
else has happened since
If a dialog box with the sentence ”You need
a browser which supports WebGL to run
this content” appears, your device probably
uses a graphic chip that is either obsolete
or incompatible with the KOOV app. While
it represents a lot of trouble, we would
recommend you try the following:

3. After this, try once again.

1. Try to update your graphic chip’s graphic
driver to the newest version, and try
relaunching the app.

4. Referring yourself to these instructions,
delete the code that was transferred to the
Core.

2. If you own a different computer, try
installing and relaunching the app on this
other device.

The app failed to update
at startup time*
The KOOV app has been set up to check
for and automatically update to the newest
version at launch time. If the update fails,
please try the following. For people using
Windows, please refer yourself to these
instructions:
1. Verify that your internet connection is
working.
2. Referring yourself to these instructions,
please try and update the app manually.
If despite this, the problem has not been ﬁxed,
your software may have a problem.

* Please note what error code you are receiving, and call customer service.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE
Questions regarding
pieces contained in the kit
I found white plastic parts that do not
appear in the list of contents
These are “Joint parts”(DC Motor Joints) allowing
you to connect the DC motor
with building blocks.

I found rubber parts that do not
appear in the list of contents
The KOOV™ Educator Kit contains four pieces of
rubber to be used as tires on wheels.

Problems with contents
(damage or absence) at ﬁrst use.
Some parts of the product I just
purchased are missing/broken
Please call customer service.

Customer service
1-866-935-7669

